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PREFACE

I The activities of the Nuclear Physics Division of the
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre for the period January to
December 1991 are briefly summarised in this report. The
experimental nuclear physics research activities of
scientists of the Division are centred around the 14 UD
Pelletron accelerator which is a joint facility of the
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre and the Tata Institute of
Fundamental research and is located at Colaba. The staff
of the Division play a ma.1or role in the operation- and
maintenance of this accelerator as also in the
instrumentation development for the research utilisation
of the accelerator.

The model CN Van de tiraaff accelerator at Trombay has
been mostly used for applications during the year and are
included in the report.

The theoretical nuclear physics activity,particularly
in the intermediate energies are also a significant part
of the research reported here.

The accelerator development activities connected with
the superconducting LINAC booster and the Kadiofrequency
QuadrupoJe accelerator are also included.

Bombay-400 085 M.A.ESWARAN
Head,Nuclear Physics Division
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The Pelletron Accelerator

A variety of nuclear
reaction experiments with heavy
ion beams from the 14UD Pelletron
accelerator have been performed
during the year. Nearly 4320
hours of beam time have been
utilized by the user groups.

The corrective maintenance
work was confined to mostly inside
the tank. During the year, the
tank was opened on nine occasions
for corrective and preventive
maintenance. The main reasons tor
tank openings may be classified as
follows :
ii kepalcing the accelerating

tube and column corona points
iii Stripper - foil replacement

tii(To remove alumina dust from
column. The dust had escaped
into the tank accidentally due
to failure of a filter element

ivi tor replacing idler pulleys
v) for removing broken nylon
shorting rods.

Spark induced
deconditioning of the high energy
accelerating tube was experienced
frequently and the pr'oblem has
been overcome to some extent by
conditioning the modules
individually at about 1.3 - 1.4 MV
per module, that is, 30% • 40%
higher than the rated maximum
gradient of 1 MV per module. This
has enabled reaching a peak
terminal voltage of 14.20 MV
maintained for about 3 hours
during tube conditioning. A
circuit for automatic conditioning
of the tube has been developed. It
modulates the charging voltage
with a triangular pulse whose
period and amplitude can be varied
to produce similar modulation of
the terminal voltage. Amplitude of
the terminal voltage is adjusted
to effect the conditioning of the
accelerator tube without going

into sparking. The conditioning
time has been considerably reduced
using this circuit.

A new guide assembly for
shorting rods has been installed
inside the accelerator tank and
since then, breaking ot nylon rods
during this operation has almost
stopped. A pair of beam steerers
have also been installed in the
low energy beam line to help in
setting the ion heam along the
optical axis.

A beam pulsing 3ystem
consisting ot a double harmonic
buncher at the low energy end and
a R.F. beam sweeper at the high
energy end has been installed and
commissioned to obtain nanosecond
pulsed beams. The buncher consists
of two sets of electrodes
separated by a drift space. The
first set operates at 9.375 MHz
and the second set operates at
18.75 MHz. About 65% of the ion
beam appears in the resonance part
of one r.f. cycle, while 35% of
the beam during rest of the cycle
constitutes the "dark current".
The post accelerator sweeper
installed on the exit side of the
analysing magnet is used to
deflect this dark current on to
the slits and allow the bunched
beam to pass through the slits.
Thus. the efficiency of this type
of buncher is about 65 V The r.f.
voltages supplied to the buncher
and sweeper have independent
amplitude and phase control,
though they are phase-ioced with
the master oscillator in a closed
loop. This phase-lock cix'cuit
drives the r.f. power amplifier
which excites the high-Q tank
circuit which, in turn, provides
the r.f. voltages to the buncher
and sweeper electrodes. The above
system has been tested to 70 MeV
1 60 beam at 260 keV injecti-n
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energy. A width of less than 2 x
10"B Sec was obtained with 60%
bunching efficiency.

The "Zero" degree
beamline has been extended beyond
the scattering chamber to enable
installation of large ionization
chamber. A new beamline,
15°(S) for recoil mass
spectrometer has been installed,
aligned and helium leak tested.
Two cryopumps of Varian make
which have to be incorporated in
the 15°S beam line have been
tested and commissioned.

A PC based acelerator
control system has been now
installed in place of the
original PDP 11/23 computer
control for the accelerator. The
control software has . been
developed in the Laboratory. The
system has been tested and found
to be reliable. It has now been
in regular use for the past six
months. The new features include

soft-start, periodic saving of
parameter values, ability to
restore values, introduction of
llgical devices like "lost
charge", display of user's name,
ion species, charge state, and
print-out of analog as well as
logical status. Possibilities
also exist of including farther
features such as transferring
data files to another PC cor
analysis in on-line mode creating
a library for studying
•accelerator utilisation etc.

Fabrication and testing
of a rotating disc generator has
been completed and it has been
tested up to 70 KV in SF6 at one
atmosphere. Further tests at
higher gas pressures and design
modifications to upgrade the
voltage to the maximum design
value of 300 KV are now in
progress.
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Van-de-Gra±'f Accelerator

The Van-de-Graaff
Accelerator was mainly used
during the period of this report
fpr application oriented
experiments. ^he proton beam was
used in the PIXE applications on
blood samples,Fluorine and
Aluminium estimation in addition
to some beam gas and beam-foil
studies. The alpha particles were
used for RBS studis on annealing
behaviour of metal-semi conductor
interfaces. Efficiency
measurements of Si(Li) X-ray
detectors was carried out.

damage studies
carbide were

out. The beam
for 71 out of

on
also
was
247

Radiation
tantalum
carried
available
days.

B'rom the month of
August, the accelerator has been
under major maintenance. The
repeated failure of the
oscillator power supply was the
cause of the breakdowns. A
complete rewiring and
rearrangement of the R.F.
terminal was done. The following
unused electronic units were
removed. Deflector voltage

supply, Magnet current supply,
Prefocus voltage supply and
Thermocouple gauge unit. Unwanted
meters were also removed. New,
Short and compact. Oscillator
power and Probe voltage power
supplies were built and
installed. Sharp edges facing the1

dome were rounded, the heights of
many components reduced, and the
stainless steel collar of the
dome was centred and fixed using
plumb lines and grub screws. All
these have resulted in a
considerable reduction in leakage
current caused by unwanted
corona. This corona caused
loading and unsteadiness in the
focus voltage supply, leading to
an unsteady machine at high dome
voltages.

During the final tests
of the accelerator, the overheads
circular crane has broken down
because of the breakage of a
vital part of the crane-rotation
motor. A new part lias been
fabricated and is being machined
in the Central Workshops of BARC.
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EVIDENCE FOR SHAPE ISOMERIC NATURE OF l e0
RESONANCES AT 43.6 AND 46.4 MeV IN
THROUGH SELECTIVE 8Be DECAY

1 2

28 Si OBSERVED

( M. A. Eswaran. Suresh Kumar, E.T. Mirgule. U.K. Pal,
D.R.Chakrabarty, V.M. Datar. N.L. Ragoowansi and H.H.Oaa.)

earlier study
resonances1'
16 0 + 12,,

In extending our
of heavy ion
in the system

we report in the
present work experimental
evidence for the heavy ion
resonances to be superdeformed
shape isomeric states in the
shell model secondary minimum in
28 Si. 16,A beam of lo0 from
Bombay Pelletron and a natural
carbon target of thickness 104
/te/cm2 were used. For 8Be
detection AE and E detectors of
30 m and 2 mm thickness were
used at 9° to the beam with a
solid angle of b.3 msr so that
the two alpha particles from
decay of 8Be are detected with
reasonable efficiency which is
numerically calculated. For alpha
detection. two more telescopes
were used at 6° and 16°. Some of
the excitation function
measurements obtained are shown
in the figure l(a) to let for
bombardig energy range E(16O) =
60 to 90 MeV. For the alpha
channels the excitation functions
shown are average over the data
of all three angles "recorded at
6°, 9° and 16°.

From these measurements
the striking result emerges that
at E(ie0> = 63 and 69 MeV there

are two resonances corresponding
to E c m = 27.0 and 29.6 MeV I Ex =
43.8 and 4t>.4 MeV in ** Si I which
decay dominantly to 2*Mg. 20.25
MeV state by alpha emission and
to quartet states'*' near 6.7 to
7.8 MeV in"0Ne bybBe emission
and not to ground state and other
lower lying non-quartet states of
2 Ne. The cross correlation at

J.G.J.

30 35
EcmtMeV)

FiB-1
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these two resonances are
indicated by vertical dashed
lines in the figure. Figure (f)
and (g) also now the cross
correlation coefficient between
excitation (a) and (c) and
between (b) and (cj respectively.
The cross sections observed for
the alpha channel shown in the
figure (ci and (d) are an order
of magnitude larger than expected
from statistical model
calculations.

It is well
established3' that the quartet
states of 7.2 MeV (0*> and 7.82
MeV (2*1 are 8p-4h states which
are super deformed shape isomeric
states in the shell model
secondary minimum in 28>Ne. Hence
our observation of decay of the
two resonances at 43.8 and 46.4
MeV in 28Si to these quartet

states in 2<8Ne, provide direct
evidence for the resonances to be
superdeformed shape isomeric
states in 28Si. The existence of
such states is also predicted in
the potential energy calculation
of Leander and Larason4' with an
excitation of one quartet from ly
shell to 2p-lf shell.

References;

1» Suresh Kumar et.al..
Nucl.Phys. (India) Aligarh 029
(1989 and Madras 103,1990 ;
Phys.Rev. ££2(1989) 1856.

2) H. Voit et.al.. Phys.Kev.Lett.
30(1979) &64.

3 I R.J. Ledoux et.al..Phys.Rev.
£20(1984) 866.

4) G.Leander & J.E.Larsson,
Nucl. Phys. A23J&( 1975)93.
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ALfHA-ALPHA COINCIDENCE STUDIES IN
AT El 1 BO) = b'3MeV RESONANCE IN ̂ tf

1 * *O. oc, >* 4Mg+

(Suresh luimarJi.A.Eswaran.E.T.Mlrgule, D. Li. Uhakrabarty,
V.M.Datar. N.L.Kagoowansi. H.H.Uaa and U.K.tauli

The superdeformed shape
isomeric nature of the resonances
in 1 6 O + 1 2 C collisions at
E C B = 27.0 and 29.6 MeV
corresponding to excitation
energies of 43.8 and 46.4 MeV in
28 Si were conjectured in our
earlier study from their
selective 'Be
8t>article-4hole
2*Ne near 7.2 MeV1

decay to the
states. of

The same
resonances were also found to
decay by alpha emission with
large cross sections (an order of
magnitude larger than statistical
model expectations) to the 20.25
and 21.4 MeV states of '£iMg. To
investigate whether this region
of 2*Mg has structural connection
with superdeformed shape isomeric
states of 28Si above 40 MeV and
superdeformed 8 particle-4hole
states of 2*Ne near 7.2 MeV, an
experiment was designed to record
alpha-alpha coincidences in the
reaction lzC(.l&O,oC\ )24Mg* -->
2CNe* *o(i with a surface barrier
telescope at 0° to the beam
for detection of x groups and
three other telescopes at
20°, 40°, 60° to the beam for
detection of 2 groups in
coincidence with the groups. At
E(160) = 63 MeV, cor -jsponding to
E-j = 43.8 MeV resonance in

Si, j- 2 coincidence data were
recorded in list mode and E-E two
dimensional spectra enabled
particle identification gates to
be set to identify alpha
particles. The two dimensional
spectra of Et s E2 where4 Ex is
the energy of the alpha particle
( 1) in the E detector of 0°
tele.-cope and E2 is the energy of
the alpha particle ( 2) in the E
detector of second telescope at a
different angle to the beam,
enabled selection of events
corresponding to various 1 groups
with the 2 groups leading to the
same residual state in Ne.

From this analysis the
spectrum of 1 groups leading to
various excited states of
24Mg which are all decaying %o
quartet states of 20Ne near 7'. 2
MeV is obtained and is shown in
fig.l. From this spectrum it is
observed that the resonance at
43.6 MeV excitation in 86Si
decays to 20-2b MeV region of
24Mg which decay preferentially
to the 8 particle-4hole quartet
states in aeNe near 7.2 MeV.
These decay modes indicate the
structural Connection of
resonance state at 43.8 MeV in
28 Si to states in 24Mg near 20
MeV region and to the 8
particle-4hole superdeformed
states of 20Ne near 7.2 MeV. This
investigation adds supporting
evidence to the superdefomed
shape isomeric nature of the

** + 12C collisionresonance in i e0
at Ecm - 27.0 MeV and its
relationship to similar
superdeformed states in, Mg near
20 MeV region and in
7.2 MeV.

References :

20Ne near

1) Suresh Kumar et.al.,
NP Symposium (DAE)Bombay
34B (1991) 125

100 150
tfl-CHANNEL No.
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SPECTROSCOPY OF al6RA THROUGH THE REACTION
2B9BI(11B,4N) AT INCIDENT BORON ENERGY = 70MEV.

(B.J. Roy, S.Mythili, H.Q. Betigeri, P.MukherJee*. I.
Mukherjee*. B. Sethi* and P.Sen*) . .
*Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics,Calcutta.

In Ra-isotopes (Z=88),
there are 4 proton holes in the
h^/z shell. Consequently the
level spectra of al*'Ti*Rm should
be nearly identical withaia>ai 4Rn
isotopes. The observed level
schemes closely support the shell
model predictions;, however, not
much is known about the high spin
states. In recent studies1' )
states upto 28" at 6.266 MeV
excitation have been identifid in
the reaction aMPb<1*C.5n)ai?Ra.
A number of doubts about the -ray
locations persist. It would be of
great interest to locate aligned
high spin states like 33" with
configuration {p[h,/2

2ils/8
a]20*}

X {n[i11/2J15/2]13 }. at fairly
low excitation - an indication of
strong attractive proton-neutron
interaction.

The high spin states in
aiBRa nuclei are being
investigated through the
reactions ( ieB,3n) and
(|*B,4n) on a**Bi to produce

Ra. Excitation functions for

various exit channels induced by
the incident t 0B have been
studied in the energy range of
52-70 MeV using a single Ge
detector (Fig.l). Since the 4n
channel yield is muoh higher than
the 3n channel, the incident
particle was changed to B. The
spectrum of a l 8Ra is shown in
Fig.2 and illustrates the
effectiveness of choosing proper
target-projectile combination.
The spectrum has been obtained by
gating a Ge detector by another
Ge detector and the multiplicity
filter with n > 2. Preliminary
analysis shows that some of the
earlier studies are indeed wrong.
Search for high spin states in
the large amount of data
collected during the recent run
is being analysed.

References

1) T. Lonnroth et.al.; Phys.Rev.
£22(1963)27

2) Y. Itoh et.al.;Nucl.Phya.
4412(1983)156
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STUDY OF THE REACTION 115In(12C.llB)ll«Sn

(B.J.Roy, C.V. Fernandes, M.L.Jhingan*. S.K.Gupta
Betigerl and S. Mythili)
*Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay - 5.

,M.G.

One particle one hole
excitations form a very important
class of fundamental modes of
nuclear excitation. Whereas the
coherent participation of many
p-h configuration is
characteristic of a giant
resonance, high spin lp-lh states
are often extremely. simple and
contain only a few shell model
configurations. Recent
calculations1) on 11*Sn nucleus
describe the excited states in
terms of neutron quasi
particle(2qp) and proton lp-lh
excitation. The proton apace is
spanned by holes in one of the
orbitals in 20-50 shell and the
particle can occupy one >f the
next major shell 50-82; the gap
between the two is about 4 HeV.
All excitations below 4 MeV are
essentially neutron excitations.
Recent experiments2' 3 ) involving
light ion induced proton transfer
reactions on 1 1 5In indicate that
the high spin states based on

• lhti/2> configurations
are split into two distinct
groups centred about 4.2 and 5.8
eV excitation energy in

Sn. Since the high spin states
are selectively excited in heavy
ion induced reactions, the
motivation for the present
experiment was two-fold: a) to
locate thf centre of energy and
strengths of lp-lh states and b)
extend the studies to higher

g
M

excitation energies to locate
other lp-lh states not reported
earlier.

The present study/
consists ot two parts : 1) study'
of angular distributions of
states excited in the present
reaction at an incident energy of
p; MeV (which jLs about twice the
Coulomb barrier); 2) study the
variation of cross-sections for
the high spin states as a
function of incident energy. This
has been done at E^no = 66,72,80
and 84 MeV. Three surface barrier
counter telescopes were set up to
locate the transfer channel at
three angles simultaneously.
Fig.l shows the spectrum. The
usual characteristics of
Qopt and high spin excitation are
all present. Over and above, the
high spinstates are riding on a
background suggestive of a
break-up spectrum for 1 8C
11B + P peaking at the expected
energy. Fig.2 shows the
excitation function study and
clearly show the naiure of the
two groups of states around 4.57
and 6.22 MeV involving proton
transfer angular momenta
corresponding to 1=4 and 5. Fig.3
shows the angular distributions
for the structures observed in
the present study. . DWBA
calculations to obtain strength
information are in progress.

References
1) M.Waroquier et.al., Phys.Rep.

148(1987)250
2) S.Y.Van der Werf et.al.,

Phys.Lett.166B(1986)372
3) J.H.Schippers et.al.,

Nucl.Phys.A510(1990)70
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SPIN DISTRIBUTION BELOW AND NEAR COULOMB BARRIER IN
25»Bi(r*B,3n)ailRa.

(B.J.Roy,S.Mythili,M.a.Betigeri.P.MukherJee*,I.Mukherjee*.
B.Sethi*, and P.San*)
*Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics. Calcutta.

Spin distribution in
the evaporation residue Ra is
measured at a number of incident
energies in the. sub-barrier range
of 51-58 MeV for the reaction
"BBi(1BB,3n)ai8Ra.A multiplicity
filter consisting of
eight 5cm dia n 7.5cm long Nal
detectors closely packed around
the target helps enchancement of
the 3n channel in the singles
spectrum taken with a Qe detector
placed at 90° with respect to the
beam as shown in Fig.1 even
though the fusion cross section
is very small.

The
10+

613 keV
21*Ra

yield of the
12* - 10* gamma ray in
gives the spin population
probability, Pj. The result is
listed in Table 1 together with
the theoretical estimates based on
barrier penetration model using
cor the relevant parameters
values as shown below. hw4 = 4.0
MeV, Rb = 11.37fm and s 6.12.

References

1) P.J. Nolan et.al.Phys.Rev.Lett.
54(1985)2211

Table 1.
Spin excitation probability Pj

for J= 12*

E(MeV)

61

53

55

56

Fj(EXPT) PjCEXPf)

0.003 0.002

0.017 0.02

0.02S 0.031

0.028 0.030

-ta»-
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SHAPES OF HOT AND RAPIDLY ROTATING THALLIUM NUCLEI

<D.R.Chakrabarty,V.M.Datar,B.K.Nayak,Y.K. Agarwal*
M.K.Sharan* R.K.Choudhury and S.V.S.Sastry)
•Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 400 085.

In our earlier
work' l' . we measured the gamma
ray spectra (E =5-20MeV) in the
reaction i e0 + ieiTa at Einc =

 84»
89 and 105 HeV. At the lowest
bombaring energy (Ex=50 MeV and
<Jcn> =12) the gamma spectrum
could be fitted with a single
Lorentzian GDR strength function
indicating a spherical shape of
the Thallium isotopes (A 197). At
the highest bombarding energy
(Ex=72 MeV and <Jcn> = 30)
evidence for a two component
Lorentzian strength function was
obtained indicating a shape
change. The spectrum at 89MeV
could be fitted equally well with
a single or a double Lorentzian.

In order to disentangle
the effect of spin 'and excitation
energy on the shape change, we
performed a more exclusive
measurement at E b a a M = 94 MeV
(E,=60MeV, <Jcn> =25) in
coincidence with a 14 Bismuth
germanate detector multiplicity
set up. At this energy, the
contribution to the gamma ray
spectrum from excited fission
fragments could be neglected for
E > 8 MeV.

References

1. Y.K. Agarwal.et.al.,Symp. on
Nucl.Phys.Madras 33B<1990)

The divided plots of
the gamma spectra for two fold
cuts (3-4 and 7-14) are shown in
the figure. It can be seen that
for both the spectra better fits
are obtained(See Table)with a two
Lorentzian strength function
(chisq=1.0 and 1.5 per degree of
freedom respectively) compared
with a single Lorentzian
(chisq=3.6 and 5.4 per degree of
.freedom). This implies that the
change of shape in these nuclei
is not mainly due to spin. It is
likely therefore that the
observed effects are due to shape
fluctuations at higher
temperature (T 1.4MeV) compared
to that at the 84MeV bombarding
energy (T 1.2 MeV)

Fold

3-4

7-14

GDR Parameters in MeV
Deformed Spherical
El E2 E

(I 1) (I 2) (I )

11.6
(4.0)

11.6
(4.0)

15.3
(5.2)

14.6
(7.0)

43.5
(6.7)

13.0
(6.5)
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FUSION REACTIONS NEAR THE COULOMB BARRIER

(M. Dasgupta*, A.Mavin, Y.K. Agarwal*. C.V.K.Baba*
H.C.Jain*. M.L.Jhingan*. A.Roy**)

* Tata Institute Fundamental Research
•* Nucl«ar Science Centre,New Delhi.

Measurements of fusion
excitation functions and average
angular momenta for ' Cl •
"Co.. 28Sl • r»Zn. | JS • M H i and
45 3c «• 5lV for centre of mass
energies from 5 MeV below to 10
MeV. above the Coulomb barrier
were made using the heavy ion
beams from the Pelletron
accelerator. Bombay. These
results are discussed in terms of
the simplified coupled channel
model and neutron-flow model due
to Stelson. It is pointed out
that simplified coupled channel
calculations including collective
Inelastic excitations alone do
not reproduce the observed
sub-barrier fusion cross-section
in most of the cases and there is
a need toinclude couplings to
other channels, like transfer, in
order to explain the
observations. An analysis of
3 2S + 8*Hi fusion excitation data
has been performed to derive an
empirical barrier distribution in
order to investigate the
relationship between the
simplified coupled channel model
and the neutron-flow model due to
Stelson. A simultaneous analysis
of the fusion excitation function
and average angular momentum
seems to indicate that these two
quantities are related to each
other as was pointed out by
Balantekin and Reimer.

Cross-sections for
production of evaporation
residues from the compound
nucleus Ru* formed by fusion
reactions aaSi + ••Zn.':2S +
•*Ni, S7Ci + "Co and 4sSo +
51V have bedn obtained from the
yields of their characteristic
-rays. The measurements span an

excitation energy range of 55 MeV
to 70 MeV of the compound
nucleus. We find that for each of
the four different entrance
channel combinations fairly good
agreement is found between the
statistical model parameters.
Thus, for the CN Ku formed near
the Coulomb barrier no
significant entrance channel
effect is found on the decay
mode. It is shown that the
average angular momentum in
fusion reactions can be
determined from a measurement of
the fractional cross-section of
the evaporation residues. The
sensitivity of the determined
average angular momentum on the
various statistical. model
parameters has been Investigated
and it is found to yield the
value of within an uncertainty of
l-2h. In the case of 1 $0 •
1S4Sm, the deduced by this method
agrees with that determined from
-multiplicity measurements,
establishing the validity of this
technique.

Further details of this
work may be found in Ref.1.

References:

1) M.Dasgupta et al.
Nucl.Phys.A(1992) in press;
Also Pramana (92) In press.
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THRESHOLD ANOMALY IN i eO + 2(S9Bi SYSTEM

(P.Singh, S.Kailas, A.Chatterjee, S.S.Kerekatte,
A.NiJasure and B.John)

A.Navin,

Elastic scattering
angular distributions for the
! 60 + 20BBi system measured at
laboratory-energies of
80,83,90.95,98 and 100 MeV
(fig.l) have been analysed along
with the data available from the
literature for this system, using
the optical model, employing both
the phenomenological and the
microscopic potentials. Evidence
is found for a marked energy
dependence of the real part of
the optical potential-"threshold
anomaly" around the Coulomb
barrier*fig.2). The application

of the dispersion relation
proposed by Mahaux et al.(1) to
the energy variation of the
imaginary part of the
potential,reproduced the observed
energy dependence of the ceal
potential. Furhter it is
demonstrated by a calculation
that the "threshold anomaly"
determined from elastic
scattering analysis is conistent
with the enhancement of the
fusion cross section observed at
sub-barrier energies.

Keferences:

1) C.Mahaux et al.. Nucl.Phys.
A449 (1986)354
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PRE-FISSION
REACTION

ALPHA MULIPLICITIES IN THE i» F
181

Ta

(A.Chatterjee, S.Kailaa, P.Singh, A.Navin,S.S.Kerekatte,
D.C.Biswas, Aruna Nijaaure, B.V.John,Alka Karnik and S.S.
Kapoor )

We have made a
measurement of the average
multiplcity of alpha particles
emitted prior to fission in the
reactions induced by 110 MeV
F on iaiTa. This experiment

along with data on pre-fiislon
neutron multiplicities available
for the same system ' aims to
obtain information on the
dynamics of the fission process.

A number of measurements
of pre-fisslon neutron
multiplicities for ' several
systems2 indicate that the usual
statistical model is inadequate
to describe the data leading to
the conclusion that there Is a
delayed onset of fission with
timescales >30xl0~21 s. It is
Interesting to confirm this
conclusion by measuring the
pre-fission proton and alpha
particle multiplicities. There
have been two measurements
reported with contradictory
results. Ikezoe et al 3 find that
the pre-fission alpha
multiplicities for 19F +
" Au can be reproduced without
considering delayed fission. On
the other hand, .Lestone et
al4 find that the alpha and
proton pre-fission multiplicities
for »«.i«.i"»pb compound nuclei
indicate a pre-saddle delay
td=10 x 10-ais and
saddle-to-scission delay
t.,c=50 x 10"21s. Another
conclusion in ref.3. is that the
voulomb barrier f<sv alpha

emission is lowered by about 2MeV
in comparison to the expected
value.

In our experiment we
have used a self-supporting Ta
target foil 2mg/cm thick. Two
Nal detectors (45mm dia) were
used to detect alpha particles
using pulse-shape discrimination.
Fission fragments were detected
in a gas ionization chamber at
130° to the beam. The spectra of
alpha particles at 30° - and
76° in coincidence with fission
were measured. The pre- and
post-fission components of the
spectra were separated in the
analysis and o r - was obtained as
(1.33 0.3) x 10"3. This is
slightly larger than the value of
0.66 x 10"3 predicted by the code
PACE2 (with a =A/10 MeV~* and
a,/a =1.00). which can b% taken
to imply delayed fission.

We are planning to
extend the measurement over a
range of bombarding energies in
order to arrive at a definite
conclusion.

References:

1. D.J.Hinde et.al..Nucl.Phys.
A452(1986)550.

2. J.O.Newton, Pramana 33(1939)175
3. H. Ikezoe et.al., Phjrs.Rev.

042(1990)342 and R1187.
4. J.P.Lestone et.al.,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 67(1991)1078
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SUB-BARRIER FISSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE
SYSTEM 1 9F + 232Th.

(S. Kailas. A. Navin, A. Chatterjee, P. Singh, A. Saxena,
D.M.Nadkarni, D.C.Biswas,R.K.Chaudhury and S.S.Kapoor)

Recently Zhang et al/1/
have reported not only abnormally
large values of anisotropies but
also a peak-like structure in the
anisotropy versus energy plot for
the system 1 9F + 8 3 2Th at E=91.4
MeV. With the aim of verifying
this peak-like structure we have
extended our earlier
measurements/2/ of fission
fragment angular distributions
for the system to the lower
bombarding energies of 89.3, 91.5
and 93.6 MeV using both silicon
and gas detectors in contrast to
the mica detectors used by Zhang
et al. The main conclusion of the

present work (Fig.l) is that not
only . the anisotropy values
measured in this work are
significantly smaller than the
ones reported by Zhang et al but
also the new data do not show the
appearance of a peak-like
structure in the anisotropy
versus energy plot.

References:

1) H.Zhang et al.,
Phys.Lett.B218,133(1989)

2) S.Kailas et al.,
Phys.Rev.C43, 1466(1991)
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INVESTIGATIONS OF PRE-SCISSION
FUSION-FISSION REACTIONS

TIME SCALES IN HEAVY ION

(A. Saxena, R. P. Anand, A. Chatter.iee. R. K. Choudhury, &. S. Kapoor.
D.M.Nadkarni.B.K.Nayak. L.M.I'ant and M.S. Snmant)

Recent measurements of
anomalous pr-e-scission neutron
multiplicities in fusion-fission
reactions have suggested that
fission is a slow process
implying a highly dissipative
motion of the nuclear fluid
/I,2/. In the analysis and
interpretation of most of these
data. the starting point was
taken as the equillibrlutn
configuration of the compound
nucleus. The role of the entrance
channel fusion dynamics in
neutron emission was not
considered. The present study
investigates the possible
entrance channel effects in the
pre-scission neutron
multiplicities across - he
Businaro-Gallone point in the
entrance channel mass/charge
assymetry. B'or the compound
nuclear system formed with
-3ZTh and 237Np targets in the
fissility region 0.8 the BG was
found to be 0.9 which corresponds
to 2C projectile for the above
systems /3/. We have measured the
pre-scision neutron
multiplicities using l lB, l aC and

0 on the above targets. Pre and
post scission components were
determined by fitting the
observed neutron spectra at
0° and 90° with respect to the
fragment direction. Fig.1 shows a
typical neutron energy spectra

and fits for 1 6O + 232Th. Fig.^
shows the results on the deduced
pre-scission neutron
multiplicities p r. for .the two
systems namely O + a 3 2Th and
1±Q + 232'fh and the statistical
model calculation curve for
different values of the level
density parameter. The measured
pre-sciasion multiplicities are
much larger than the statistical
model predictions for all the
cases. This discrepency,however,
is found to be larger for 1 80
induced reactions as compared to
2C induced reactions on

33^Th target. The pre-scision
time scales thus determined for
the lzQ + 2 3 2Th and 1 80
J 3 aTh systems are 3.0 x 10"20 and
5.0 x 10" 2 0 seconds respectively
for the level density parameter
an, = A/10 implying that 1 80 +
2 3 2Th system. Further work is in
progress to deduce heavy ion
fusion time scales using neutron
clock by reaching the same he
compound nucleus through
different entrance channels.
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MEASUREMENT OF FISSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR
" F + 23*Th SYSTEM AT 107 MeV and 95 MeV.

CORRELATION FOR

(A.Saxena, D.C. Biswas, D.M. Nadkarni, V.S. Ambekar,
B.V.Dinash, and S.S.Kapoor P. Bhattacharya*, P.Basu*, S.
Bhattacharya* and M.L.Chatterjee*>
*Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics,Calcutta.

Fission fragment
folding angle is related to the
linear monentum transferred from
the projectile to the fissioning
nucleus. At incident energies
close to the Coulomb barrier, the
contribution from 'Incomplete
momentum transfer come from
peripherral collisions which
include the inelastic scattering
or transfer reactions. It. is
important to know their
contributions for ' the
quantitative analysis of the
fission fragment angular
distribution. In an earlier
experiment for the 1 9 F + 2 3 2Th
system at 104.4 MeV , it was
shown that the most probable peak
of measured folding angle
distribution corresponds to about
95 + 3 % of the full momentum
transfer. In the present work we
have measured the folding angle
distribution for l 9F + 23»Th
system using 1 9F beam of diferent
bombarding energies at BARC-TIFR
Pelletron accelerator facility. A
self-supporting target of
1.8mg/cm2 was used..Two MWPC's of
active areas (7cm x. 5.2cm) and

References

1. A. Saxena ot.al.. NP symp(DAE).
• 3.3B(1990) 117
2. P. Bhattacharya et.al..Nucl.Instr.

& Meth. A276(1968) 585-587

(14.5cm x 5.2cm) were kept in
back to back geometry and both of
them were operated usiag
Isobutane at a pressure of 3.3
Torr. One surface barrier
detector was kept behind the
-smaller MWPC. Details of the MWPC
have been given in Ref.2. The
angle calibration of the MWPC
could be obtained from the
position of nylon wires. In the
present work data measured with
surface barrier detector and
large MWPC have been reported.
The fragment angular correlation
spectrum for 107 MeV is shown in
the figure along with the
gaussian fit. The most probable
peak is compared with the
expected one for complete fusion
in Table 1.

The most probable peak for
both the energies is consistent
with 90 + 3 % of of the full
momentum transfer and the folding
angle distribution is broadened
for 107 MeV compared to 95 MeV.

TABLE 1

0£f FWHM
(DegHDegj

LAB »b ff
(MeV)(Deg) (Deg)

107 90 158.8+0.5 156.8 8.1

95 90 160.5+0.8 158 7.1

95 119.6 164.1+0.5 162.4 6.0
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EFFECT OF PRE-FISSION NEUTRON EMISSION ON THE FISSION
FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS :

(A.Saxena, S.Kailas, A.Karnik, A.Chatterdee, D.M.Nadkarni
and S.S. Kapoor)

In several cases of
heavy-ion fusion-fission
reaction, the fission fragment
angular distributions have been
found to be anomalous. In an
earlier work, it was shown that
fission fragment anisotroples
exhibit an abrupt transition with
respect to the entrance channel
mass/charge asymmetry. In the
present work we have investigated
the effects of pre-fission
neutron emission on the
interpretation of fission
fragment angular distributions.
Neutrons evaporated before the
saddle-point configuration reduce
the excitation energy at the
transition state. The efiect ot
higher chance fission therefore
increases the ' calculated
anisotrophy according to the
standard saddle point statistical'
model. In the earlier work
Ko2 was calculated from c£-induced
fission data2 for the same
compound nucleus after scaling it
with Ex using the relations,.

Ko2*h2 = J#ff {Ex/a}1''*

However, as* the
experimental information on
pre-fission neutron emission in
<-induced fission is not available
for various syustems studied

here. We have corrected for
compound nucleus excitation
energy and spin change due to
evaporation of neutrons in
Koz for different values of
Vpre(od for the oC - induced

reaction; whereas for heavy-ion
induced fission excitation energy
and the spin was corrected using
the data available3'4. Figures 1
and 2 show the the influence of
this neutron emission in
((-induced fission as well as
heavy-ion induced fission. It. is
shown that for yptm(<Q<2.
^ B / f c induced fission of a3*Th
and*87Np as also the 9Be induced
fission on 282Th are normal and
l 60 and i9F induced fission are
anomalous for all the values of

y. t i( oc). This confirms the
earlier conclusion that entrance
channel dependence of •fission
fragment anisotropies is
unaltered even after correction
for pre-fission neutron emission.
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ANGULAR
16.

DISTRIBUTION
f 232Th

OF PROJECTILE-LIKE PARTICLES IN
REACTIONS AT NEAR BARRIER12C, 1 OO

ENERGIES.

(D C.Biswas, B.K.Nayak, Q.V.Dinesh, L.M.Pant,
S.V.S.Sastry.V.S.Ambekar, D.M.Nadk-rni and R.K. Choudhury.)

The entrance channel
mass asymmetry plays an important
role in the reaction dynamics
near the liquid drop B-G
point1). In order to study this
effect in transfer reactions, we
have measured the angular
dis-tribution of projectile-like
particles in transfer reactions,
we have measured the angular
distribution of projectile-like
particles in 1ZC +
I«o + 232Th reactions.
12C(E.,b = 83.80,76
and 1*O(E.,b=96 and 88 MeV)

232Th and
Beams of
and 72MeV

from
the 14UD BARC-TIFR Pelletron
accelerator were used to bombard
self supporting 23SiTh target of
1.8 mg/cm<i thickness. A E gas and
E-surface barrier detector
telescope2 was used to measure
the yields of various reaction
products at different angles(40
deg. to 150deg.) and another
similar telescope was. used to
measure the fission fragments at
90 deg. for normalization
purpose. Relative yields for both
the system at different lab
angles are obtained after

normalization to the fission
counts and is plotted in fig.l
and 2 for different , projectile
energies. The angular
distribution is nearly boll
shaped for both the systems and
the angular distribution becomes
broader and / slightly forward
peaked with increasing nucleon
transfer. As the barrier energy
is approached the angle
corresponding to maximum yield
(grazing angle) distribution.
Yields of 232Th(I2C,Be) is
relatively more than that of
232Thf12C,B) at angles smaller
than grazing angles for higher
energies and at ail angles as the
beam energy approaches the
barrier energy.

References :

1.V.S.Ramamurthy et.al.,
Phys.Rev.Lett.65(1990)25

2.O.C.Biswas, M.N.Rao and R.K.
Choudhury, Nucl. Instr. Meth.
B53(1991)P251.
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INVESTIGATION OF PRESCISSION NEUTRON EMISSION FROM MASS
AND TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY SELECTED FISSION FRAGMENTS IN
235'J(nth,f).

(M.S.Samant,
S.S.Kapoor )

R.P.Anand, R.K.Choudhury,D.M.Nadkarni and

Prompt neutron emission
in thermal neutron induced
fission of 2 3 5U and 252Cf(sf) has
been studied in detail/1/ to
determine the net. of prescission
( D . r s ) neutrons. The question of
whether or not the prescission
neutron component is present, is
answered by comparison of the
experimental neutron-fragment
angular correlations with those
calculated from the kinematical
considerations assuming neutron
emission from fully accelerated
fragments. The calculated neutron
angular distribution is however.
very sensitive to the emission
spectrum of neutrons in the rest
frame of fragments. In the
earlier analysis .the emission
spectra have been obtained from
model calculations and any
uncertainity in this would effect
the conclusions onl/ p r 8.

In the present work we
have measured the angular
distributions of neutrons emitted
in 23*V(nth,t) as a function of
fragment mass and total kinetic
energy (Ek) bins. The neutron
spectra were measured using a (2"
x 2") NE213 liquid scintillator
detector by using the time of
flight technique, the energy and
angle of both the fission
fragments were measured using 4TT
back-to-back gridded ionisation
chamber. Self consistent model
independent Monte-Carlo
calculations were- carried out
using the experimentally measured
neutron Multiplicities and

neutron emission spectra for
different fission fragment mass
and Ek groups, assuming neutron
emission from fully accelerated
fragments. A comparison of the
measured and the calculated
neutron anisotropies then gives
t^e value of the prescission
i.eutron multiplicity on the Ek of
the fragments it was seen that
thel^re values increase as the Ek

- of the fission fragment
increases. The prescision neutron
component did not show any
dependence on the mass of the
fission fragment and the
component averaged over all
fragment masses and total kinetic
energies was found to be of the
order of 0.18t0.05 neutrons per
fission which amounts to about 7±
2% of the total neutrons emitted
per fission. These results on the
VJte were then used to derive the
timescale of the fission process
assuming that these prescission
neutrons were emitted entirely
during the motion of the
fissioning nucleus from saddle to
scission, which was found to be
of the order of 2.5 x 10'*®s.

Reference:

1. H. Marten et al., Pro. Int. Conf.
on Nuclear Physics, Nuclear
Fission. Gaussing, 1985;
Zfk-5&2(1986)1; and ref.
given therein.
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STUDY OF EVAPORATION SPECTRA OF PROTONS AND ALPHA
PARTICLES FROM COMPOUND NUCLEI IN MASS REGION =110

(Aruna N., B.John, A.Chatterjee, A. Saxena, A.K.Mohanty.P.
Singh, K.Kumar, S.Kailas, S.K.Kataria, S,S.Kapoor)

We have recorded proton
and alpha spectra using solid
state detector telescope at
various backward angles between
110° to 170° in case of the
following reactions :

l*c +
7 Li +
1 9F + 93Nb -)

Nat

> 1 B lRh (50,80 MeV)
->l2e-ia*Ba. (96 Me

.12,

MeV)
(34 MeV)

at (70,85,96,103 MeV)
Each of these

laboratory spectra has been
converted into centre of mass
spectrum.

The experimentally
obtained spectra have been
compared with those obtained from
the statistical model codes
ALICE, PACE and CASCADE, using
the same input parameters. The
results of these three codes and
selection of a proper code is
under progress.

References :

1) J.M.Alexander et al.,
Z.Phys.A 30b, 313-318(1962).

2) Moses et al., Z.Phys.
A320, 229-236(1985)

3) Aruna Nijasure et al.,DAE
Symp.on Nucl.Phys.
Bombay (1991)
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MASS RESOLVED FISSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION IN C O
+ Th REACTIONS

(S.B.Martohar*. A.Goswami*, A.V.R.Reddy*, B. S. romar#,
P.P.Burte* Satya Prakash*, Bencv V.John, Aruna Nijasure,
S.K.Kataria and S.S.Kapoor)
*Radiochemlstry Division

Anisotropy verses mass
asymmetry is one of the open
problems in nuclear fission
studies. Generally it is believed
that for HI fission reactions
the reaction times are rather
small due to large 1 values. To
supplintent our earlier data on
1 2C + 232Th at 72 MeV bombarding
energy, we have measured mass
resolved angular distribution of
f2C (84MeV> + 2S2Th and I 60
(92MeV) + 232Th systems. The

measurements were 'based upon
recoil catcher technique for
collection of fission product
followed by gamma spectromctry
assay of fission product
activity. The average value of
anisotropy values for a
particular mass can be calculated
better without assuming symmetric
fission. Further analysis of the
data is in progress to obtain the
relation between mass and
anisotropy for the above systems.

LEPTODERMOUS EXPANSION OF NUCLEAR GROUND STATE
AND THE ANOMALY IN THE NUCLEAR CURVATURE ENERGY

ENERGIES

(S.K.Kataria, Aruna Nijasure, V.S.Raraamurthy*.A.K.Dutta**)
* Insitute of Physics,Bhubaneshwar
*• D.A.University, Indore

The - leptodermous
expansion of the total ground
state energy of a nucleus into
volume, surface, curvature and
gauss curvature contributions has
been studied starting from a
seal-classical energy density
formalism of Extended Thomas
Fermi type. A numerical procedure
was used to obtain the surface
energy and curvature energy
contributions from surface
moments of energy density
profiles H(r) for a sequence of
nuclei with N=Z and neglecting
the coulomb interaction for the
three skyrae forces. A transition
to the Liquid Drop model type

expansion in increasing powers of
A / is then made, taking into
account the dependence of the
central density and the
surface structure on the mass of
the nucleus. It is found that
there is no inconsistency between
the curvature contribution to the
total energy in the leptodermous
expansion and the A~r/* tern
contribution in the Liquid Drop
Model expansion. It has been
shown that the earlier apparent
•anomaly between the above two
methods arises due to the use of
semi-infinite approximation end
the mass dependence of the
central density and the surface
structure of finite nuclei.
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CALCOLATION
COLLISIONS

OF NEUTRON-PROTON BREMSSTRAHLUNG IN NUCLEAR

(V.M. Datar and D.R. Chakrabarty )

gmm 15 MeV.
could arise
neutron-proton

In the alpha Induced high
energy gamma ray measurments '
<£«•« 5-35 MeV) at Einc = 40
and 50HeV on various targets (A
60-200), we have observed a
non-statistical commponent beyond

This component
from incoherent

bremsstrahlung
(NPBi, as is probably the case in
high energy heavy ion collisions
(E/A>30 MeV), or from coherent
bremsstrahlung. In the simplest
approach the latter contribution
arises from the acceleration of
the projectile in the mean field
of the target. This accounts for
the highest energy part of the
cross-section(E<am > 30 MeV) but

References:

') Y.K. Agarwal et.al-.Symp. on
Nucl.Phys.,Bombay,31B(19B8);
ibid.,Aligarh,32B(1989)

underestimates our data at lower
gamma energies. We have
calculated the incoherent NPB
cross-section for alpha induced
reactions using the parametrised
amplitudes for the np > np
process of Nakayama - Bertsch2.We
have developed a Monte-Carlo code
incorporating a) the effect of
Fermi motion in target and
projectile b) Pauli blocking in
the final state and c) the effect
of the target mean field
on the projectile. The last
effect is seen to be very
important at our bombarding
energies. The calculated
cross-sections are in reasonable
agreement with our data for
> 25 MeV.

2) K.Nakayama and 6.F.Bertsch,
Phys-Rev.C40 (1989) 685
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HEAVY ION FUSION AT NEAR AND SOB-BARRIER ENERGIES

(S.Kailas)

Several models have
been proposed to explain heavy
ion fusion at near and
sub - barrier energies. In the
present work we have used
a formalism proposed by Stslson

»3

to calculate <r and <1>. The
threshold barrier T is identified
by us with the adiabatic barrier
and it depends on the ground
state masses of the interacting
nuclei. Instead of searching the
barrier parameters B.R.T ° from a
fit to the data, we have
calculated them using the
prescriptions of ref.3 and 4 (for
B and T respectively). The B-T
values determined from fitting of

cross section data for several
systems agree well with the
values calculated by the above
prescription. Further the cross
-section and the <1> values
calculated using the the
Stelson's expressions but using
the theoretical values of B and T
are consistent with the
experimental data. More details
of this work are given in ref.5.
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THE GIANT RESONANCE REGION OF EXCITATION AND THE CONTINUUM
BACKGROUND

(S.Kailas, A.Saxena and P.P.Singh*)
•Indiana University cyclotron facility, U.S.A.

The importance of
estimating reliably the continuum
background under the giant
resonances(GR) in order to
determine accurately the
strengths of 6R is well known. In
the present work we have
systematised a large body of
experimental data of the
conitnnum background on a common
framework using the moving source
model parametrisation. According
to this model the cross section
is given as

ex.p(-Es/T>

and Eo-

where NO, EO and T are
parameters to be optimised to get
the fits to the data. E is the
scattered energy and 0 is the

scattering angle. Using the above
expression we have fitted a- large
body of data on the . continnum.
From the analysis it is foun,d
that the EO values vary between
70 to 90% of the respective
bombarding energies. The
temperature parameter T showed an
interesting correlation with the
target mass. Even though we
cannot calculate a priori the
continuum background in view of
the normalization involved in the
moving source model
parametrisation, the usefulness
of this procedure can be to fix
the overall shape of the
continuum with the form proposed.
It is hoped that the syatematics
presented in this work1) will
help in further analysis and
understanding of the continuum.

References:

1) S. Kailas , A. Saxena and
P.P.Singh,Notre Dame Workshop
on Giant - Resonances and
related phenomena, Oct.91.
Notre Dane, U.S.A.
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION
BARRIERS FOR FUSION :

OF ENERGY DEPENDENT

IA.K.Mohanty. S.V.S.Sastry. S.K.Ratarla and V.S.Ramamurthy)

Experimental fusion
excitation functions have been
fitted for several systems using
an energy dependent barrier
penetration model as suggested in
our earlier work where the
barrier height is written as a
function of the radial kinetic
energy £ at the interaction
barrier, where £ = E - En .ER is
the rotational energy at the
the barrier ER = 1( 1+1 >h2/(2MRB > •
Therefore,we parametrise fusion
barrier as follows :

Vb . *»»£*C
»f t<e± *\,~-Vi

where V2 and Vt are the sudden
and the adiabatic barrier
heights. We have fitted
experimental fusion cross
sections for several systems and
derived the sudden and adiabatic
potential parameters ' E x V
Ea . V2

t
and -hw. The sudden

a 2 t,
potential barrier height V3 and
barrier position R), are fixed
from proximity potential
calculations. The remaining
parameters are fixed by Jt
minimisation procedure. The two
parameters Ex and E2 are linearly

related to Vt and V2. We have
also shown that the difference in
the sudden and adibatic potential
barrier fV2-Vl) responsible for
fusion cross section enhancement
and the (E2-E,) representing the
range over wh^ch the enhancement
takes place are more for heavier
systems.

Based on these
parameters, we have deduced the
average compound nucleus spin
values and compared with
experimental measurements as well
as with the values derived from
experimental fusion cross
sections by an inversion
procedure. The model values are
in agreement with values obtained
from the inversion procedure, and
with direct experimental
measurements except for heavier
systems < fig.1 ). It is also
shown that the ratio of the
average spin value obtained from
the model to the. value obtained
with energy independent BPM model
peaks at the vicinity of the
Coulomb barrier. On either side
the ratio decreases and
approaches unity.
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L-DEPENDENT HEAVY ION FUSION POTENTIALS

(S.V.S. Sastry, A.K. Mohanty and S.K. Kataria)

In a recent study, the
need to have both E and 1
dependent potential in order to
explain fusion cross section and
the compound nucleus spin
distribution has been seen in an
optical model analysis for
fusion[l], where the diffuseness
parameter of the imaginary
optical potential for 1 80 +
2 Pb system is varied as a
function of 1. Fig.l shows the
diffuseness parameters as a
function of 1 for different
energies E as calculated by them
(filled circles). We have shown
here that the same results are
also reproduced if we allow the
strength of the imaginary
potential to depend on which is
the effective kinetic energy at
the interaction • barrier as
suggested earlier2'

.10
IS 30
.L(M

In these calculations, the
imaginary potential is written as
a product of two functions; the
radial part f(r) and the energy

dependent part g (6). Therefore,
the total imaginary potential
is writen as

W £ ( r ,€ ) = W0f(r) g(6 ) (1)
where
f ( r ) = l / { l + e x p [ r - R o I / a © ] } (2)
g(e>= l / f l + e x p [ ( E b - e ) / a b j } ( 3 )
As seen from eg. (3 ),both E and
1 dependence is through € as
defined 6= E-l(1+1)h2/2mRoZ .

The value of Eb is very
close to the Coulomb barrier.
Alternatively, energy and 1
dependence of Wf(r) can .be
introduced through the radial
diffuseness parameter a(e,l) as
in ref[l].ln this parametrisation
Wf can be written as

Wf(r)=Wo/{l+expt<r-Ro
(4)

Comparing the
eq.{1) and eq.(4)
absorption radius r
write

ab(E,l)= (KB~r0)/

strength of
at strong
= Rg, we can

The diffuseness values
obtained by Christiey et.al. 11]
(see filled circles in fig.1)
can be reproduced using eg.(5)
(solid curve in fig.l) with
ao = .33, E, = 74 MeV and a_
1.2 MeV and 1̂, = 12fm. The value
of Coulomb barrier for this
system is 74.6 MeV which is quite
close to Ee-On the other hand, if
we plot the value of ab given in
ref[l] as a function of € , they
all fall into a single curve as
shown in fig.2 where in ab is
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plotted as a function of 6 for
different bombarding energies
with different symbols. Inspite
of different E and 1 dependence
of a(E,l) as in fig.(1), they all
merge into a single curve in
C-scale. This suggests that 6 is
a unique and relevant parameter
for E and 1 dependent
polarisation potential. The solid
line in fig.(2) is the result
using 3q.(5) with parameters
given above.

References :

l.J.A.Christly,M.A.Nagarajan
and I.J.Thompson J.Phys.G(Nuel.
and Part.Phys.>17(1991)L-163

2.A.K.Mohanty et al, Phys.Lett.
247B(1990)215.
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A NEW POLARISATION
DISTRIBUTION

POTENTIAL FOR HEAVY ION FUSION SPIN

(A.K.Mohanty, S.K.Kataria and S.V.S. Sastry)

In energy dependent BPM
model the barrier height Vo

energy dependent.becomes
Therefore,
effective
which has an energy indenpendent
part Vo and an energy dependent
part V(E) such that

is replaced by an
barrier height Ve(f

= Vo + A V(E) (1)

64

The energy dependent part
AV{E) is related to imaginary
part of the optical potential
required to explain the elastic
scattering data trhough
dispersion relation.

We have chosen 3 ZS +
Ni system for which elastic

scattering, fusion cross section
and average spin values are
available. In the present study,
the polarisation potential V has
been calculated in three
different ways. The effective
potential in eq.(l) can be
written as :

Case I: Veff = Vo + AV(E.Ro)
( A V depends on energy and is
evaluated at a fixed r=Ro )

Case II: Vef£ = Vo +AV(E,l,Ro>
( A V depends on energy E and 1
and is evaluated at a fixed r=Ro )

Case III: V-f£ = Vo +AV(E,r)
( The radial dependence of /^V is
included)

It is seen that the
polarisation potential which only
depends on energy,. is not
adequate to give rise to correcjb
spin distribution even after
including any radial dependence
(Case I and III). However the
polarisation potential with
implicit E and 1 dependence (Case
.<. I) is able to explain both
fusion cross section and average
spin values.

results of spin
with different
potential A V are

The
distribution
polarisation
shown in fig.l at two bombarding
energies 56.9 MeV and 58.2 MeV.

The dashed line is obtained with
a constant polarisation potential
AV(E), the dashed dot line is
AV(E,r) where the radial
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dependence is Hoods-Saxon type.
The solid curve is the result of
coupled channel calculations
which includes 2+ and 3" states
of 3 2 S and 2+ , 3" and 4* states
of e*Ni and an additional
coupling strength of lMeV at Q =
+5 MeV arising due to particle
transfer. The barrier heights
were adjusted in each case to
give same fusion cross sections.
As seen from figure, the spin
distribution with and without any
radial dependence ofA V (dashed
dot and dashed curve) are
slightly different; the inclusion
of radial dependence giving
slightly broader spind
distribution than without radial
dependence. However, both the
results are much smaller than the
coupled channel results which are
quiet close to the experimental
values.

As an example, the
average <1> values for K,.m = 58.2
MeV in the above three cases are
8.43, 8.8 and 11.2 where as the
experimental value of <1> is 10.8
In the fig . we have not shown
the result of spin distribution
due toAV(E,r)with surface peaked
from factor f8, as it is almost
similar to that of dashed-dot
curve. For comparison, the spin
distribution with polarisation
potential ZiV which depends on E
(filled circle) is also shown in
this fig. In this calculation, no
explicit r-dependence was
included. As seen from figure,
the results of coupled channel
calculation and results of
E-dependence A.V are in good
agreement. Inclusion of raidal
dependence in AV(E ) will make
spin distribution still wider
as in case of Z\V(E).
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OPTICAL POTENTIAL FOR SIMULTANEOUS ANALYSIS OF
ELASTIC SCATTERING AND FUSION

(S.V.S.Sastry. A.K.Mohanty and S.K.Kataria)

HEAVY ION

It was established in
earlier work on fusion that the
nuclear part of the heavy ion
potential becomes both E and L
dependent owing to polarisation
effect, which Is significant for
enertgies around the coulomb
barrier. This is realised from
the study of macroscopic model of
nuclear shape evolutions with the
inclusion of neck degree of
freedom, as well as detailed
coupled channel (CO results when
analysed in the context of
effective Barrier E'enetration
Model (BPM). Evidence for
dynamical potentials also comes
from the Optical Model (OM)
analysis of elastic scattering of
l 8 0 + 2 0 8Pb system around the
barrier energies. The need for
both E and L dependent OM
potentials comes from studies of
simultaneous fits of elastic
scattering and fusion, instead of
E dependence alone. This may have
important implications for the
reaction cross section, the
reaction spin distributions
and the elastic scattering
angular distributions.

This E and L dependent OM
potentials alone . can be
consistent with the full
dynamical coupled reaction
channel calculations. Further as
shown in earlier work that the
fusion process can be described
by an effective energy Edependent
potentiaJ instead >̂f explicit E
and L dependence, with
E=E-Erot where E r o t is the
rotational energy evaluated
around the barrier position.
Reaction comprises of fusion and
other direct processes like

transfer and inelastic processes.
Though the optical potential is
both E and L dependent presently
we introduce only energy
dependence.

We used the OM code
SNOOPY to solve the
Schroedinger's equation for
complex potentials. A subroutine
named POLAR defines the form
factors for E amnd L dependent
potential given by

= V D

where €.0 and ae are
adjustable parameters and £s is
defined to normalise the strength
of the bare real part to a fixed
value.

In terms of these the
OM potential (OMP) is given by

U(r.E.l) = Vir,E,l» + i W(r.E,l)
W(r,E. 1) = Wo ±<r ) g( €. t
V(r,E,l) = Vo(£s)F<r)+ Vp(r,E,l)
Vp(r.E.l) = Wo f(r) G<£ )

Vptr.E.l) is the
polarisation contribution to the
real part of the OM potentials.
This definition can modify the
shape of real part of OMP due to
the fact that geometry of the
imaginary part, f(r), can be
differrat from that of the bare
real part, F(r). These
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modlflcatlons were incorporated
into SNOOPY at the stage of
solving the Schroedinger's
equation numerically, in the
subroutine OMWC, which calls the
subroutine POLAR.

It is observed that the
reation spin distribution is
broader at some energies compared
to the E dependent potentials. It

is also seen that the diffraction
peak in«7*-r*I|J?

mat forward angles
is enhanced and fits to the
elastic scattering cross section
at backward angles improves
compared to energy dependent
case. Further analysis of
detailed elastic scattering data
and simultaneous fits to fusion
data is being worked out.
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THE P(p.p'^)n REACTION

(A.B. Santra and B.K. Jain)

In pp collision, one
pion production process is the
most dominant inelastic channel

compared to others at
intermediate energies. Therefore,
the information on this simple
reaction is useful to understand
the pion production data on
complex nuclei, as veil as. to
clarify conjectures about tha
dibaryonic resonances1 .

The Rice-Houston group2.
working at LAMPF, has measured
the differential cross-section
d5o / dPpd&pdQ for- the reaction
p + p >p +x +n at 800 MeV
in a kinematically complete
experiment. They have measured
the proton spectra at different
angles, detecting simultaneously
a if at some other angle.
Experimental data are available
for various sets of proton and
pion angles.

We assume that the
production of pion occurs through
the formation of an intermediate
delta isobar. The transition
matrix for this process can be
written as the product of an
isobar production amplitude, an
isobar propagator, Q, (jut.), and an
isobar decay amplitude.

T | T | pp>=

Ni and N2"
a'nd proton

denotes the
operator in
The NN

The sum over or includes both
A + + and A* isobars. The lable j is
the compliment of i.i.e. j-2 when

i=l and vice versa,
denote neutron
respectively. A
antisymmetrization
the initial state.
% transition t matrix has been
taken from Jur earlier model3'
where by doing distorted wave
analysis of p{p,n)6k* reaction, a
parameterized form of such a
t-matrix was obtained.
Using the T-matrix
given in eq.(1), we have
calculated
d5o/dppd0pdQ for various sets of
proton and pion angles. In
f^gs.(l) and (2) the outgoing
proton spectra for (»p =14.6,0^=21)
and (dp=19,e|f f>3) are shown &iong
with the measured values. We see
that our model describes the
experimental data reasonably
well. The dominant contributions
come from the processes in which
^ + is formed in.the intermediate
state. Due to a suppressing
isospin factor, the contribution
from theA+ term is much smaller.
Inclusion of the exchange term
reduced the cross-section. The
relative phases of the direct and
exchange terms as well asA+ + and
& terms are important.
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(P.N t\) REACTION IN NUCLEI

(B.K.Jain and Swapan Das)

Several experiments
have been conducted on
charge-exchange reactions at
Intermediate energies. All of
them show excitation^
corresponding to N > delta in
large energy transfer domain.
Since these experiments are not
exclusive the cross-sections
measured in them contain
contributions from several
channels. The quasi-free channel,
of course, is expected to
dominate. In this paper we give a
theoretical estimate of the
cross-section for this channel
for the (p,nl reaction in lS!C at
800 MeV beam energy.

The calculations are
done for the neutron momentum
spectrum at zero emission angle.
The angle and energy of the delta
are Integrated. From the nucleus,

of protons and
lp shell only has

peripheral
reaction.

contribution
neutrons from
been included. Due to
nature of the

contribution from tlv* Is shell in
expected to be small. Effect due
to distortion of the continuum
waves is included through an
attenuation factor, obtained from
the imaginary part of the
appropriate optical potentials.
The N >A transition potential
is described by the
non-relativistlc one-p*on
exchange potential. The length
parameter,A. in it is taken equal
to 1.2 GeV/c. The kinematics of

' the reaction is calculated
relativistically.
The calculated cross-sections are
shown in the figure. We find that
the peak position is around 1140
MeV/c. This is very close to the
experimentally observed peak
position in the (p,nt reaction.
It is also shifted with respect
to the peak position < ™ 1210
MeV/c) observed on the proton
target2.
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INCLUSIVE REACTION

(Neelima G.Kelkar and B.K. Jain)

In an Inclusive <P,A + +)
reaction, the nucleus is left in

any state consistent with the
kinematics. The cross-sections
for this reaction depend on the
interaction of the projectile
with the nucleus and the
spin-isospin response of the
nucleus. In this paper we present
the formalism for this reaction
and study the features of the
inclusive cross-sections.

For the incident proton
being excited to A** , the
inclusive cross-section in c m .
is given as.

Z
*l CD

where 'n' denotes the excited and
'0' the ground state of the
target nucleus. Using one pion.
exchange transition potential,the transition amplitude
(1) can be written as.

in

. ca).
where V(w,q)contains the
spin-isospin interaction at the
the (pi, /\N) vertex and

is the nuclear transition
density defined as,

Using plane waves for the
continuum particles and replacing
the target nucleus by a Fermi gas
of the same density•£no(-<t)is given
as.

7T

where Zv^JTCa^) =I WT N C . V ) + ^ C
is the self - energy of pions
the nuclear medium '.

in

Using kinematics of
mass 16 nucleus and kF - 210
MeV/c in fig.l we plot for
incident energy 3 GeV. the double
differential oross-section d*<r/dftdw
obtained from (It as a function
of energy transferred to the
nucleus (wj and angle of the
outgoing delta. At forward angles
two distinct peaks in the
cross-section as a function of w
can be observed which merge into
one at large angles.
The two peaks appear due to the
peaks in I mT H(w,q). I. 7T^(W,q)
enhances other peak corresponding
to large energy transfers. For
incident beam energies upto 1 GeV
we observe, only a single peak due
to much smaller range of w .

We also construct the
missing mass spectrum d^/dtc* from
(1) and is shown in fig.2 for
various incident energies. The
cross-section increases as a
function of beam energy upto
about 24 GeV and starts falling
at higher energies which is a
feature similar to exclusive
(p, A * + ) reaction2 .
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Flnally It Is Important
to Mention that all calculations
are done In a fully relativiatic
foraalisa . Non - relativlsltc
approximations for the transition
potential or the self-energies
lead to incorrect conclusions.
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INCLUSIVE (P.P'if) REACTION

(Neelima G.K«lkar and B.K. Jain)

In proton-nucleus collisions
at intermediate energies the
incident proton readily gets
converted to /S Experimentally
this can be detected through the
coincident measurements 'on the
decay products, proton and pion.
of the delta. For situations
where the nuclear state is
unspecified, we get inclusive
cross-sections. This crossaectlon
due to large momentum mis-match,
depends upon the spin - isospin
response of the nucleus in large
momentum domain.

We have calculated the
energy spectrum of the outgoing
ptoton in the (p.p'ir*) reaction,
for a specific emission angle of
the proton. The energy and angle
of the pion have been integrated.

The cross - section is
written as a product of the
one-pion exchange interaction,
which converts the projectile
into &.**, its propagation and
decay vertex and the response of

the nucleus. The interaction
Lagrangians are written in a
fully relativistic form. The
distortion effect is introduced
through the distortion of the
incident proton and' the delta
waves in the "distorted wave
Fermi gas model". The
spin-isospin response of the
nucleus is written in terms of
the self energy of the pion,
where we consider nucleon^hole as
well as delta-hole excitations.

The calculated
cross-sections are shown for 1
and 3 GeV beam energies. He
observe that the cross-sections
are in the range of tens of
microbarns. Unlike the (p.p')
reaction.• the response of the
nucleus corresponding to the
delta and nucleon hole
excitations does not separate.
The distoration does not change
the shape of the distribution. It
reduces the cross-section by
about an order of magnitude.

The calculations are
done using a completely
relativistic Lagrangian. In a
non-relativistlc verion we
observe only one peak in the
proton spectrum at all the beam
energies.

f.210MtV/c

gT»07 DW
Tp(G*V)

3.0
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b Lit.*..ill1 He K.NUUK.-UUT KKAUTlUN ANAL¥tilt>

( li.Mythili.A.K. Jain.A.Koy1 .and K. K. Bhowmik' i

* Nuclear Science Centre,New Delhi

The reaction eLl (cC.oti)
was studied «t 44.5 MeV at VECC.
The data acquired in the
experiment was to be compared
with theoretical predictions
under (i) Kinematic Coupling
Approximation(KCA) and (ii)
Peripheral Three Body Coupling
Model(PTBCM). The free oc - d
cross-section is an important
input to the theoretical
predictions. The same was
determined for various oC-d angle
pairs as also for various
spectator alpha momenturn(q3) for
the same oC - d pair (which
corresponds to different 0cm«caand
energy than that for q3 = 0 1 .

However resonances from
intermediate states(i.e. eBe* and
8 Li') contribute in the same
energy region as the knockout
reaction. The 8Be and 9Li
excited to its various resonance
states decay as 2 alphas and an
(oC+d)pair respectively and the
contribution from these
resonances is to be estimated
properly to yield appropriate
reaction contribution. Elastic
scattering cross-sections for
these resonances did not yield
satisfactory results. A %
fitting assuming either a
Gaussian or a Briet-Wagner form
for the resonances has been found
to give unsatisfactory results.

Fig.l : Triple differential
cross-section vs alpha energy in
• lab. The solid line is a guide to
the eye covering the data points.
KCA predictions are shown by
dotted line ( )• and PTBCM by
dushed line ( )

The contribution from the
resonances is therefore difficult
to filter out from the
experimental data to obtain only
knockout contributions. The
absolute cross-section, can,
however be compared with the
theoretical predictions as shown
in fig.l.

This analysis can be
understood on the basis of the
dynamic decoupling of the
effective potentials in the final
3-body state. It has been
conjectured, earlier that the
real part of the optical
potential needs modification for
theory to agree with the knockout
data. This would then affect the
position and the width of the
afore-mentioned resonances and a
correct decoupling is necessary
before actual matching of theory
with data is done.

This analysis, however
supports the earlier finding that
the 3-body effects are important
when strong distortion effects
are present in the final state.
The 3-body effects mask the
deutron cluster sise
manifestations in knockout
reactions.
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ROLE OF DEUTRON SIZE IN ANTIPROTON-DEUTRON ELASTIC SCATTERING

(K.Kumar and A.K. Jain)

Earlier studies on
knockout reaction with Li target
have indicated that the deutron
cluster in eLi may be shrunk. In
the present work the differential
cross section for pd elastic
scattering is calculated using
Glauber formalism2 . where deutr'on
cluster of various sizes has been
used. As the main contribution to
scattering cross section comes
from the region of small momentum
transfers, the effect of tjhe
size of the deutron on the cross
sections could be dramatic. The
differential cross section for
p-d scattering is calculated
using free p-n and p-p scattering
amplitudes folded over the
deutron wave function of Hulthen
form. Since the ground state wave
function of the deutron is not
known very • accurately,
particularly for small
neutron-proton separations. the
deuteron size effects on the
elastic cross section are
obtained by varying the Hulthen

parameters of the deuteron wave
function. The elastic cross
sections are calculated for
antiproton energies of 57.4,
124.1 and 170.5 MeV as a function
of momenta t(GeV/c)2 for various
deuteron sizes rd = 1.82 (free
size), 1.5 and 2.3fm. For low
values of t(=20 units) the cross
section increases by 35% at all
energies if rd is reduced by 30%,
while for larger t(60 units) it
increases by 25%. However the
shape of the distribution does
not change. These results would
be useful in calculating P*Li
elastic cross sections, where
8 Li could be described asoc+d
cluster model4.
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C5).

where ann is the scattering
length ;Yonn

 i s t h e effective
range. S
The quantity ©c n n is given by

COULOMB MODIFIED GLAUBER MODEL DESCRIPTION OF HEAVY-ION ELASTIC
SCATTERING AT LOW ENERGIES

(S.K.Charagi and S.K. Gupta)

The Glauber model for
the description of elastic
scattering has been extended to
the low energy domain. The
overlap integral of the nuclear
densities /I/ has been calculated
along a trajectory accounting for
the deviation due to the Coulomb
field. The ingredients in the
formalism are the densities of
the colliding nuclei and the
forward nucleon-nucleon
scattering amplitude. At low
energies the forward N-N
scattering amplitude has been
obtained using the effective
range approximation for the N-N
scattering.

In terms of the optical
limit of the Glauber model the
nuclear phase shift can be
written as

°j.= °-NN (°<-NN +• l ) 7^0=) 0 )

"JET
where oj^is the N-N crosssection,
rfnn is the ratio of the real to
imaginary parts of N-N scattering
amplitude and is the overlap
integral of the nuclear densities
(1).

At low energies
nucleon-nucleon collisions are
dominated by S waves. In such a
case fWf̂ O)vthe forward scattering
amplitude is given by

for the pp.nn and singlet and
triplet np states. The
corresponding values of
scattering length parameters anrt
and effective range T« n n

(expressed in units of fm)

r o > n n= 2.84
'npl^-"' '" :^Oinpl=2.75
anp,=5.424 ;rOinp3=1.759

" "" r' „„= 2.8app=-7.82

and

The
( ̂ 3 }

quant£tyNn^A?s also obtained

1) UW.

where^is the S wave phase shift,

From the optical theorem we have

In the
approximation

effective range

using a similar expression. Using
the above method the para-
meters of S, the scattering
matrix for a number of heavy- ion
systems have been computed in a
parameter free manner and
compared them (Tablel) with the
phenomenologically derived values
using the generalised Fresnel
model fitting the data. In the
table we have listed the space
parameters and and the geometric
parameter (interaction radius).
Her«ris the £- value for which
the transparency, function* is half
and JX is given by

) 13/*4 >) 13/4*
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where 1(0.1) and £<0.9) are the £
values for which i(b> is 0 1 and
0 9 In tie-1 out «oaeJ-
calculation are compared with the

data.

1 S.K.Charagl and S.K.Gupta;
Phys. Rev. C4K1990)

..o1

(T

I6O*.235UIM>M«V £,= 0.0 fm

10 20 30 40 50 SO 70

Table I

Reaction

..„»».. «
2 e N e + 2 3 5 0 GFM

2 « N e + 2 3 5 0 GFM

«»Ar+ 2 "Bi GFM

**Ar+ 2 - > Bi GFM

M K r + a # t F b GFM

•*Kr+ 2 # t Bl GFM

196Xo+a#tPbGFM

»»»Xe+
a"BlGFM

Model

140
CMGM

175
CMGM

252
CMGM

286
CMGM

340
CMGM

718
CMGM

600
CMGM

1120
CMGM

1130
CMGM

E
(MeV)

73.Si

92.1

134.8

153.0

165.4

350.2

268.5

463.5

479.2.

1. / .

3.
71.

5.
92.

5.
134.

3.
153.

6.
190.

4
370

7
294

8
510

5 8
514

0
4

0
9

4
9

3
8

.2

.0

.0

.7

.4

.2

.8

.6

.4

.35

A

12.58
4.4

12.83
5.5

12.66
6.2

13.44
9.1

13.18
9.4

14.18
17.0

14.17
16.45

14.82
23.18

15.04
23.34

Bint

12.48

12.96

12.74

13.54

13.45

14.73

14.86

15.70

15.72
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X-RAY ANALYSIS OF PARTICULATE MATTER IN BLACK SNOW

(Madan Lai,
Dar and Q.M.

P.K.Patra
Ali )

and Daisy Joseph Q.M. Shah, A.M. Wani, M.A.

Occurance of black snow
in Kashmir Valley during winter of
90-91 is considered to be an
unusual event. This is attributed
to the migration of particulate
matter from burnt oil pushed to
the sky during Gulf War. Black
snow has been observed to occur at
Gund-Sonmay area, Devar. area of
Lolab valley and Gulmarg. The
partieulate matter has been
collected for analysis from
Gulmarg in the present case. These
samples were collected . from
various locations of Gulmarg
valley far away from the roads and
in ares of heavy tree plantations.
The snow samples after melting

showed presence of large
quantities of suspended
particulate impurities along with
black thick soot and ash. These
samples were analysed by Energy
Dispersive X-ray Fluoresence
(EDXRF) XRF analysis showed the
presence of Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn,
Rb, Y, Sr, Zr, Rb, Sb, Cs, Ba, La,
Ce and Pb. The concentrations on
the average are seen to be a few
percent of Ti and Fe, 500 ppm of
Ba. The other elements detected
were found to be present in the
range of 100 ppm. Pb was observed
at about 200 ppm. The short and
long term effect of these
pollutants on the soil, animal
life need to be studied further.

MONITORING OF Nb BY ENERGY
PURIFICATION OF FERRONIOBIUM

DISPERIVE X-RAY FLUORESENCE DURING

(Madan Lai and H.N. Bajpai* )
* Analytical Chemistry Division

A process to purify
ferroniobium (Fe, Nb) to obtain
pure Nb has been developed by
monitoring of Nb contents of the
alloy by EDXRF for development
work in the Metallurgy Division.
Pure Nb is required, for making
Zr-Nb alloy to fabricate pressure
tubes as a component of nuclear
reactors. At every stage of trial
for reduction of Fe, the method
to be followed depends upon the

accurate determination of Nb with
respect to Fe. Initially Fe was
determined to be 35% and by
optimising the successive
operations, the level of Fe was
brought down to 0.7% Ta which was
to be present as an impurity and
its concentration of Ta increased
from 2.3% to 8.4%. A number of
samples were analysed by EDXRF to
determine concentration of Nb, Fe
and Ta.
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STUDY OF TRACE ELEMENT ABNORMALITIES IN SERA OF CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE (CRF) PATIENTS BY PROTON INDUCED X-RAY EMISSION(PIXE)

(Madan Lal.H.N.Bajpai** .Daisy Joseph, P.K.Patra
Khokhawalab) and V.N. Acharya6' )
* Analytical Chemistry Division,
bDept. of Nephrology, K.E.M.Hospital, Bombay,

M.Y.

We have studied
elemental trace concentrations of
serum of uretnic patients in the
case of non-dialysed, hemodialysed
and post-transplantation by proton
induced X-ray emission < PIXE )
using the 5.5 MeV Van . de Graaff
accelerator. Patients selected for
this study were classified into
four groups on the basis of their
serum creatinine(SC) levels
ranging from 0.5mg to 15.0 mg%.
Blood samples (5ml) from forty two
patients and eight controls were
collected Abnormalities of
measured concentrations of some of
the trace element in the serum of
uremic patients with respect to
the controls were found to be
stastistically significant. Among
the determined concentration of
Mn. Ni, Cu, Zn, Se, Br, Rb, Sr and
Pb there was no significant
difference amongst various groups
of patients in case of Zn, Se, Rb,
Pb and Br as compared to controls.

Cu concentrations in sera of
patients on hemodialysis was found
to be high as compared to controls
and non - diaiysed uremics.
Concentrations of Ni was found to
be significantly higher in all the
groups compared to controls. Pb
levels appeared to be high in all
the groups including controls due
to urban pollution from vehicular
traffic. Br was found to be lower
in patients undergoing
hemodialysis. Following
transplantation Br levels returned
to normal. The present study shows
that the patients on hemodialysis
therapy have disturbed metabolism
of trace elements, where both
accumulation and depletion occurs.
Renal transplantations improves
the disturbances of these trace
elements significantly.
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N CHARACTERISATION OF CEMENT AS RADIOACTIVE WASTE MATRIX BY ENERGY
DISPERSIVE X-RAY FLOURESENCE (EDXRF) AND PROTON INDUCED X-RAY
EMISSION

(Madan Lai, P.K.Patra, Daisy Joseph P.K. Wattal* and C.Varghese*)
(*) Process Engineering and Systems Division

To simulate long term
behaviour with regard to release
of radioactive waste from
solidified to aqueous environment
leaching experiments are carried
out in distilled water to
evaluate a given waste matrix.
Ordinary portland cement is mixed
with Sr and homogenised to
convert into discs which were put
to leaching by ISO technique.
These samples were analysed by
Energy Dispers-ive X-ray
fluorescence(EDXRF)
Am241 source and HPGe
detector before and
leaching. X-ray peak counts of Sr
and of Ca, Fe, Ba, La and Ce of
the cement matrix were found to
have increased after leaching as
compared to counts before
leaching. This can be attributed
to migration of Sr form the depth
to the surface. To obtain the
concentrations profile of Sr the
samples were analysed by PIXE
method with proton beam energy
varying from 2.6 to 3.8 MeV in
steps of 0.2 MeV. Samples
obtained before and after
leaching were mounted in PIXE

using
X-ray
after

chamber. A surface ,barrier
detector was also mounted in
back-scatter geometry in the
chamber to measure the scattered
proton beam intensity for
normalising incident proton beam
intensity. A HPGe detector was
mounted at 90°' w. r. t. proton bea
measure Sr K X-rays as a function
of proton beam energy. As seen in
fig.1 count rate in energy range
of 2.6-3.2 MeV are seen to be a
factor of two more as compared to
counts obtained between 3.3-3.8
MeV. This provides a profile of
depth with redistribution of
elements in a given matrix due to
leaching.

References:

1. D.R. Dougherty, R.F. Pietrzak,
M. B'uhrmann and P. Colombo,
Annual Report No.BNL, 52042,
Sept. 1986

This work has been
submitted at the National
Symposium on Modern Analytical
Techniques in Materials Science,
Dec. 9-11, 1991, BARC, Bombay.
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HSWOKMANCK CHMctACTKM&lUJii
UHAMBEK

Of LAJitiii Ak&A iWilTiUN

(S.k.S.Murthy,V.y. Ambekar.l) C.tHswao.B.V.Oinesh,L.M.Pant and
R.K.Chaudhury)

For studying heavy Ion
Induced nuclear reactions using
BAKC-T1FR Pelletron facility, a
large area position sensitive
ionisation chamber has been
developed. Simultaneous
measurement of energy, mass,
charge and angle of emission of
the reaction products are
possible by using this detector.
We report here the test results
obtained using alpha particles
from 2*lAm"2X9Pu sources and
fission fragments from 251!Cf
source. Collimated 241Am +
289Pu sources were mounted in the
detector and energy spectrum was
obtained at various
anodes(Al.A>. A typical energy
spectrum measured from A3 is
shown in fig.l. Th© energy
resolution (FWHM) was found to be
80KeV for alpha particles at
300mbar gas pressure. In order to
obtain position resolution. a
2 5 2 Of source was mounted in the
target position inside the
scattering chamber to .simulate
the in-beam experimental
condition. The isolated by a 6

Fid

0 -I —l—lw' I
mi IHI >» ij5~7ieT

riMwict NO.

micron thick polypropylene
window 40mbar pressure. In order
to obtain the position
resolution, a 25aCf source was
mounted in the target position
inside the scattering, chamber to
simulate the in-beam experimental
condition. The isolated by a 6
micron thick poly-propylene
window and the detector was
filled with P-10 gas of about
reaction plane is obtained by
delay-line method as stop signal.
The -resolution was obtained by
putting two vertical masks of
about 3.B deg. each and the
spectrum thus obtained is shown
in fig.2. The FWHM is found to be
2deg. The -information was
obtained by electron drift time
method and was measured by the
time difference of cathode pulses
and anode pulses. To measure the
-resolution two horizontal masks
covering 0.8deg. each was used
and the spectrum is shown in
fig.3. The -resolution (FWHM)
thus obtained was found to b£ 0.5
deg.

Flfc.3
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L-KTKUT1OW Uf 3be USiNli A SUKl-AOJi BAKklEK USTlfiOTOU TELEt^'olK ANO ITS
DETECTION EFKKJIENU* CALCULATION U l l b

(Suresh Kumar. M.A Kswaran, kl.T. Mirguiel

As 8 Be nucleus even in
its ground state is 92keV unbound
for decay into two alpha
particles, the detection of
Be particle involves detection

of its breakup o(-particles in
coincidence ). Here we report on
a simple AE-E surface barrier
detector telescope2). which was
employed to identity "Be besides
other charged particles.

When the two -particles
of similar energy from the
breakup of Be, enter
simultaneously into a
conventional telescope it is
identified as a 'Li particle in
the E-E plot. This is because E
is proportional to mZ^/E which is
equal to 1/E. 16/E, 63/E and 64/E
for protons, alphas, 7 Li and
"Be of energy E. Though 7Li and
Be are very close in E-E plot,

the Q-value corresponding to
Be exit channel is often more

positive than the 7 Li exit
channel. Hence upto 16 MeV
excitation range 8Be can be
detected without any interference
from 7 Li.

In Fig.l(a) the
velocity diagram is shown to
illustrate the kinematic focusing
of breakup alphas from a eBe of
velocity V8(energy E 8 ) , into
narrow cone of half angle
B,,,, = Sin "l ( /Ve) = Sin

-1

{(0,/E, ) 1 / 2 } Where Q8 is the
Q-value of 8Be decay into two

ot-particles and is corresponding
c m . velocity of each alpha
particle. In Fig. K b ) the radial
distribution of «C- particles on
detector corresponding to a given
direction of 8Be is illustrated,
where rm = D tan (B.agt) and
Ha is the radius of the detector.
A s B««« ** small (<4° for Ee
MeV), the lab. angles Bt and
B2 are approximately equal.

(o) Velocity Vector Diagram

Delecu

(b) Itadiol Dislnbulion ol alphas

Fig.l

With this approximation one
can derive the fraction
B'(r)1). for both breakup
<<-partlcles to fall in the annular
region between r and r.. as
tl-U/r,,) 2] 1". if the «Be
incident direction points close
to perifery of the detector, only
part of -particles' cone will be
intercepted by the detector and
hence probability of 8Be
detection will accordingly be
less than 1. By integrating the
Be detection probability over

the entire area of the detector
one can calculate the *Be
detection efficiency. A computer
program compute the 8Be detection
efficiency. As the detection
efficiency depends only on the
dimension of the detector
relative to r^. the *Be detection
efficiency. for circular
aperture, plotted against
(Ftd/r«» in Big. 2 which is
applicable in general.

CHCUIA« tl*MU»C

€«.)
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Such a telescope
consisting of 30 m E and 2mm E
surface barrier detectors with

of 11mm at a distance D
was employed to
the reactions

and

radius ^
of 13.4cm
study*)
1 2 C ( I B 0 8 B e )

C (

1 8C( X 8
24C(X8O, )24Mg* for 1 80

MeV.
beam
Theenergy from 60 to 90

alpha and 8Be spectrum were
obtained using two dimensional
gates on E-E spectrum. An example
of 8Be spectrum. An example of
8 Be spectrum obtained from the
telescope at
Fig.3, where

63 MeV is shown in
the *Be peaks

corresponding to low lying states
of 20Ne can be clearly

References:

1) G.J.Wozniak et.al.Nucl.Inst.A
Meth.122(1974)29

2) Suresh Kumar et.al.;
Nucl.Phys Symp.(DAE) Madras
(1990)103

identified. The efficiency of the
telescope which varies with
8Be energy is shown in the inset,
where arrows indicate the
position of the four marked
Be peaks in the spectrum.

n ,00 200 MO * « S00
CHANNEL NO-

Fig. 3
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MULTIPARAMETER DATA ANLYSIS SYSTEM - BASED ON PC-AT

(A.K.Mohanty. M. Kansara . B. V. John, A. Ni.iasure and S.K.Kataria)

A multiparameter data
acquisition system has been
developed using CAMAC and high
resoultion NIM ADC's. Data is
acquired either in list mode
using CAMAC ADC or in
list/Histogrammic mode using an
8-input ADC multiplexer for. NIM
ADC's. Multiparameter data is
analysed by mi zed language
programming using FORTRAN V which

provides interfaces to different
languages like 'C and assembly
language. In this mixed language
programming. FORTRAN subroutines
are used for scientific
computational purposes where 'C
and Assembly language routine
provides many interactive menu
driven features for graphic
display and control purposes.

RECOIL MASS SPECTROMETER: SHRI

(P.Singh, M.G.Betigeri, M.L.Jhingan*. H.C.Jain* S.Nagraj*.
* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

The Recoil Mass
Spectrometer SHRI, designed to
study evaporation residues (ERi
is in advanced stage of
fabrication. It follows the <WEBE
configuration. Machining of the
40° magnetic dipole and it's
chamber has been completed. The
vacuum chamber has been tested
with helium leak detector. The
coils for the dipole magnet are
under fabrication at CAT. Indore
and are nearing completion. The

material for the electrostatic
dipoles and their chambers has
been supplied and their
fabrication has started in the
Central Workshops. BARC.

The beam line 15°S for
the Recoil Mass Spectrometer has
been set up upto target chamber
and the beam handling components
have been aligned using oxygen
beam from the Peiletron
Accelerator.
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CAMAC DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM WITH ETHERNET LINK

A. Chatterjee

A CAMAC data
acquisition system for collecting
data for in-beam experiments at
the BARC-TIFR Pelletron
accelerator has been developed
incorporating an Ethernet link to
a HORIZON mini-computer. The
system contains a CAMAC crate
housing ADCs, TDCs, QDCs etc.
connected to an IBM PC by
Electronics Division, BARC. The
PC is networked to the HORIZON
system by a fast Ethernet link
allowing sharing of the tasks
between the two processors and
enabling the usage.of the greater
system resources of the HORIZON.

The software at the PC
end includes a user interface to
allow the preparation of a set-up
file. The task of gathering CAMAC
data is handled by the PC. The
data is buffered in PC memory,
and transmitted over the network.

The transfer is diskless going
directly from PC memory to
HORIZON memory. Processing the
data into one- and
two-dimensional spectra, display
of the spectra and writing
list-mode data to magnetic ta'pe
or of the data transfer is 96
kbytes/s. The maximum rate at
which CAMAC data can be acquired
from the , crate is 40K
parameters/s. The performance of
the tape drive is 24 kbytes/s.
The highest practical data rate
for the overall system is 10k
parameters/s.

The system allows
building ID and 2D spectra
subject to gate conditions
including banana(two-dimensional)
gates. It is thus possible to do
a large amount of processing for
on-line viewing in order to
monitor the progress of the
experiment without having to wait
for the off-line analysis.'
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RAD10 FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE ACCELERATOR

(R.C. Sethi. V.T.Nim.ie, P.N.K.Murthy, . S.A.Mateen,
R.S.Sardesai, K.L.Gupta. H.R.Mittal and S.S. Kapoor)

N.M.Thakur,

The Radio Frequency
Quadrupole Accelerator, designed
to accelerate a deuteron beam of
20mA from 20 keV to 160 keV. has
been built arid is being
commissioned. The duopiasmatron
ion source has been operated with
a triode geometry. A microwave
• ;athode plasma ion source • is
being designed and developed. Low
pow*r RF tests have been carried
out on the RFQ resonating
structure and appropriate
modifications are being
undertaken to get the desired
results.

IQN SQUfiCE :
The ion beam from the

duoplasmatron ion source has been
spatially mapped in two
orthogonal planes. The effect of
the modified einze.l lens geometry
has been observed during the
mapping. The probe for studying
the beam loss. in the
longitudinal direction of the
extracted beam, has been designed
and fabricated. The extent of
secondary electron emission at
low beam currents (about 2mAI was
studied by using Aluminium and
Graphite cups alternately.
Various filament lengths were
tried so as to find an optimum
value. The ion source was
operated with a triode geometry
instead of the regular pentode
geometry. This yielded a maximum
ion current of a 6mA with
' Hydrogen gas, aa compared to 2mA
with the pentode geometry. These
ion currents were .obtained with
an extraction voltage of 10kV.
RFQ LIMAC :

Low power RF tests were
conducted, in collboration with
TPAPED, on the RFQ resonator, in
order to determine the resonant
frequency. Q value. shunt

impedance and the field
distribution in the longitudinal
and azimuthal directions. The
power level used for these low
power tests was upto 60
watts(maxI. The block diagram of
the scheme used is shown in the
figure below.

The resonant frequency
of the RFQ resonator was found to
be around 43MHz. The Q-value,
determined using the 3-dB method,
was found to be very low (about
150). The Q-value measurement for
the RFQ resonator was repeated by
putting aluminium sheets on the
inner side of the resonator'. This
was done at a power level of 1
watt, using inductive coupling
both at the input and output. No
improvement was found on the
previously obtained Q-value of

The nia.ior reason for
the low w-value is the poor
quality ot copper electroplating
on the inner surface of the RFQ
tank. Another reason may be the
non-uniformity of the gap between
the electrodes in the
longitudinal direction, caused
due to brazing. The tank has been
sent to CAT, Indore for
re-electroplating. The existing
assembly of the RFQ test
structure has been modified to
correct the aperture errors that
were caused due to brazing. Th*
braeIng has been removed and the
rods will be supported by bolts.

Tests were carried out
with various types of matching
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networks to obtain the maximum
power transfer and proper
Impedance matching , between the
RF power amplifier and the
resonator. Different geometries
of the inductive input loop were
tried out in order to obtain
maximum coupling. RF teats were
also done using various types of
pick-up probes, both inductive
and capacitive. In order to
ensure minimum RF leakage and
good RF contact, copper finger
contacts have been fabricated and
used at the various ports of the
RFQ resonator.

The bead assembly was
coupled to the RFQ system for
shunt impedance measurements, but
due to the low Q-value of the
system, it was not possible to
determine its value. For the same
reason, it was not possible to
study, conclusively, the symmetry
of the quadrupole field and the
variation in the longitudinal
field. These tests will be
carried out again, once the
electroplating has been improved.
For shunt impedance measurement,
using the bead perturbation
method, a new compact drive
assembly for the bead (metallic,
teflon etc.) movement through RFQ
resonator, has been designed,
fabricated and tested.

Due to the constraints
of the available RF power
immediately and the ion source
extraction voltage power supply,
a new RFQ structure has been
designed with the minimum radial
aperture of 4.5mm, for input beam

energy of 10 keV and output
energy of 150 keV, for a limiting
beam current of 5mA. The voltage
on the RFQ rods will be 25 kV.
The . total length of the
accelerator will be about 94cms
and the RF power requirement will
be 4-5 kW. The assembly of this
RFQ is under fabrication.

The specifications for
a low conductivity water plant,
for cooling the RF power
amplifier and the resonator, have
been finalised. The plant will be
set up shortly.

The assembly for the
magnetic field mapping of the
dipoie magnets is being designed.
The 100 mA constant current
source for the Hall probe has
been designed and fabricated and
is being tested. A 30,000
amp-turn (5Amp, 350 Watt) magnet,
for producing a 0.2b Tesla field
in the X and Y directions, was
designed for use with polarized
neutron beams in Dhruva.

The microwave cathode
plasma ion source (MCPIS) has
been designed and some parts have
been fabricated to test the
magnetic field. The magnet design
for the MCPIS is being studied.

RF POWER AMPLIFIER :
The 1 kW preamplifier

stage of the 30 kW RF power
amplifier has been tested. The 3
kW stage is being tested at
TP&PED. A High Power Directional
Coupler lhas been designed for 321
kW at 45 MHz with a coupling
ratio of 60 dB. This coupler is
under fabrication.
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SUPER CONDUCTING LINAC BOOSTER:

B.Srinivasan,R.G.Pillay*,M.B.Kurup* and H.G.Devare*
* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,Bombay-400 005

Quarter Wave Resonators
(QWR), which are the accelerating
structures in the LINAC booster,
are in various stages of
fabrication at CWS. BARC. The
machining of GlWR's has been
perfected. Effors are being made
to improve the quality of the
"cosmetic weld" of the. outer can
of the QWR to the internal
conductor, in order to achieve as
smooth a weld surface as
possible. Alternative welding
procedures with a view to
eliminating the "cosmetic weld"
are also being considered.

A rebrasing of the
drift-tubes on the first
prototype QWR fabricated at CWS,
BARC, has been successfully
completed. This ttas essential in
order to fill in the gaps left in
the first brasing run. A
"tumbler" has been set up in
order to polish the inner surface
of the QWR using absasives such
as alumina and glass leads. The
polishing procedure has been
standardized using the second
QWR fabricated at CWS, JBARC.

Further an electropolishing
facility is also being set up in
order to achieve sub-micron
finish on the inner surfaces of
the QWR prior to lead plating.

The LINAC will be preceded
by a "superbuncher" in order to
provide a suitably bunched beam
at the LINAC input. The bunching
will be done using a split loop
resonator housed in a suitable
cryostat. All internal
assemblies of the cryostat vizi.
Helium tank, Nitrogen tank etc.,
have been fabricated in house at
TIFR and leak tested. The outer
hull and top flange have been
fabricated by M/s. Gansons Ltd.,
Bombay.

All design aspects of the
modular liquid Helium cryostat
have been discussed with
engineers from M/s. IBP Co. Ltd.,
Nasik. The fabrication of the
cryostat is scheduled to begin
shortly, subsequent to the
approval of the final set of
drawings prepared by them.
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STUDIES ON SPUTTERRIN6 OF NIOBIUM ON COPPER FOR QWR.

(S.K.Kataria. B. Srinivasan and A.K. Ray*)

+ Laser and Plasma Technology Division, BARC.

Niobium coated cavities
are now being used in
accelerators for the generation
of high accelerating gradients.
The advantages offered by Niobium
are a lower surface resistance
and higher critical magnetic
field as compared to lead. This
in turn means that with the same
power dissipated, one can go to
much higher fields in Niobium
coated cavities as compared to
lead coated cavities. Such
cavities are being' fabricated
in different laboratories in the
world '• 2) .

The sputtering of
Niobium on sample pieces for
feasibility studies, eg. checking
suitablity on Nb-materiai
available with us for sputtering
and its superconductive
properties has been carried out.
since December 1990, two sample
runs have been carried .out at
Laser and Plasma Technology
Division with the DC-magnetron
sputtering system.

In the first run one glass and
one copper substrate (5mm x 15mm)
were used. The substrates were
cleaned with acetone and
mounted inside the vacuuM chamber
where they were heated upto 250C
in order to deffas than. Ar was
introduced and sputtering was

carried out at a pressure of 20
mTorr.

On a visual inspection
of the sample after sputtering we
found many Blisters or places of
poor adhesion which got peeled
off at liquid Nitrogen
temperature. T.his, it was felt,
occured because the substrate
surface prior to sputtering may
not have been really clean. In
the second run, two glass and one
copper substrate were used. Some
modifications in the cleaning
procedure was also introduced.

The samples were first
thoroughly cleaned ultrasonically
and then exposed to vapours of
isopropyl alcohol.They were then
treated with citric acid to
remove any traces of oxides on
the surface and later treated
with acetone. The samples mounted
in the vacuum chamber were heated
upto 2b0°C to degass and were
then discharge cleaned in Argon
atmosphere. The sputtering was
carried out with cathode bias
around 275-V and substrate bias
of -100V. The Ar pressure was
around 3-10 mbar and discharge
current 1.1A.

On visual inspection no
likely peel off spots were
noticed. No measurements of the
sample thickness was done. The
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elemental analysis of the samples
was carried out by EDXRF
technique and it was observed
that chromium is the only
measurable impurity present.

Initially only a two
probe measurment of the
resistance of the sample as a
function of decreasing
temperature was tried out. This
however did not work because the
contact resistance and hence the
translation to superconductivity
coiUd not be monitored. What we
measured was essentially a
semiconducting behaviour with
resistance increasing with
decrease in temperature. It was
concluded that this could be
because of the presence of a
non-ohmic component in the
contact resistance. Hence the two
probe measurement was rejected in
favour of a four probe method
where the effects of contact
resistance could be eliminated.

In the four probe
method a current of approximately
1mA was passed through the
sample. A DC nanovoltmeter was
used to measure the , voltage
across the sample which was 1.2
volts (with 10 gain) at room
temperature. On cooling the
sample to liquid Helium
temperature the voltage reduced
to zero for the same current and
also for any variation in current
indicating vanishing of
resistance and hence the

superconducting state was
achieved.

Before going on to the
sputtering of QWR's it may be
necessary to carry out sputtering
on larger samples of SS/Cu in
order to

*a). Check the uniformity and
continuity of the sputtered films
which are obtained,
b). Check the adhesivity of film

to substrate and also
uniformity of deposition. For
this some work will have to
carried out, in order to assertaln
the best cleaning techniques of
the substrate prior to
sputtering.
c). Characterize the Niobium with
resp»ct to impurities present in
it. 'In particular we require low
oxygen content and RRR of Niobium
in the range of 60-100.
AC-susceptibility measurements on
small samples will help us assess
performance with regard to RF
super- conductivity.
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